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In this paper, two methods are discussed for delining fractional powers of the n th 
order ordinary differential expression L = .x”~Dx”~D x”~DY++ (D = d/dx), where 
each a, (i = 1, 2, . . . . n + 1) is a complex number and x is real and positive. An impor- 
tant role is played by the number m = 1 x;z,’ a, - n / When m = 0, spectral theory is 
used to obtain a suitable formula for L’ (U E @) while the case m > 0, considered 
in a previous paper by A. C. McBride (Proc. London Math. Sot. (3) 45 (1982), 
519-546), is dealt with by expressing L” in terms of ErdelyiLKober operators. We 
give accounts of each approach and go on to consider how the results for m = 0 can 
be obtained as limiting cases of the results for m > 0. ((‘1 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In any theory of fractional powers of operators, the objective is to obtain 
a formula which, for suitable operators T and a range of parameters c(, will 
generate a family of operators {T’} possessing properties associated with 
powers. In particular, T” should coincide with the iterated power 
T” = T. T.. . T (n terms) when CI is a positive integer M and the index law 
should hold whenever T”, To, and T’+O are all defined. 
Several methods now exist for constructing such families {T”], each 
applicable to a particular class of operators. For example, various authors, 
including Balakrishnan [ 11, Hovel and Westphal [S], Komatsu [6], and 
Yosida [ 141, have examined the problem of deriving an expression for 
( -A )” when A is a closed operator on a Banach space 2’. In each of [ 1, 5, 
6, 141, the starting point is the integral 
-n-l sin( 7rcI) s,f 1,” - lR(l*; A) Ax La, x E x, (1.1) 
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which essentially defines the fractional power (-A)” (0 < Re a < 1) as an 
operator on X provided that the resolvent operator R(i; A) exists for each 
i > 0 and behaves suitably as 2 -0-t and as i -+ co. Integral (1.1) has also 
been used in [7] to produce a corresponding theory for operators defined 
on a Frechet space. A summary of this is given in Section 4. 
An alternative to this spectral approach in the case of certain differential 
operators has recently been discussed in [lo], where representations of 
arbitrary powers of the differential operator 
L = x”lDx”2D . . x”“Dx”“+ ’ 
and other associated operators, have been obtained in terms of the 
Erdelyi-Kober operators of fractional calculus; see Sections 2, 3 below. A 
requirement for the formulation of L” in this theory is the condition that 
the sum a = C;: 2 t uk of the indices appearing in L is a real number which 
differs from n, the order of the operator. 
The role played by the parameter a can be illustrated simply by consider- 
ing the action of L on the function xi (x > 0, IL E UZ). Since Lx” = CxAto-“, 
where C is a constant, we see that in the exceptional case a=n the 
operator L, defined on some suitable function space X, will map X into X. 
This suggests the possibility of using the spectral approach to define L’ 
when a = n. Simple cases have already been considered in the literature. 
For example, in [S], the first-order operator 6 = xdjdx (which corresponds 
to L with n =‘l, a, = 1, a, = 0) is examined and an expression for 6” involv- 
ing logarithmic-type fractional integrals obtained via (1.1). The exceptional 
cases u = n = 2, 3, . . . . however, present problems mainly due to the difficulty 
in verifying that the spectral conditions required for the convergence of 
(1.1) are satisfied. In this paper, we bypass these difficulties by making cer- 
tain modifications to the spectral approach which allow us to define powers 
of products of commuting operators and, in particular, enable us to define 
L” when a = n, for any n E N. We also demonstrate that the expressions 
derived for L” (a = n) are not totally unexpected since they can be obtained 
as limiting cases of those given in [lo] for n > a. 
It is worth mentioning that the differential operators discussed in [lo] 
have since been shown to belong to a class of Mellin multiplier operators 
for which a theory of fractional powers exists; see [12, pp. 99-1401. 
Moreover, the results presented in [lo] are simply a special case of those 
given in [ 123. At the end of the paper, we indicate briefly how certain 
aspects of this Mellin multiplier theory can be used to deduce, in a 
non-rigorous manner, some of the results given earlier. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Various conventions are adhered to throughout the paper. Unless the 
contrary is explicitly stated, p is a real number satisfying 1<p < zoo, while 
p, q, and cx represent appropriate complex numbers. If x > 0 and i is com- 
plex then x’= exp(ll log x), where log x is real. Moreover, the expression 
x”cp will denote the function (x”cp)(x) = x’cp(x), x > 0. No confusion should 
arise from the use of xi. as both a function and the operator coresponding 
to multiplication by xi. Throughout /) II,, denotes the usual LP(O, ZI) norm 
defined by 
IdIp= 
( 
I’P 
jox lbwil*) 3 l<<p<a, 
IIcpII,,=ess.sup { Icp(x)l:xE(O, ml}. 
The function spaces which form the domains for the differential and 
integral operators considered in the paper are the spaces Fp,, defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) For 1 <p < co, 
F,,,= (cp~C~(0, 00): IIxkDk(x-‘$)ljp< cc for k=O, 1,2 ,... }, (2.1) 
where D = dldx. 
(ii) F,,,, = {~EC~(O, co):xkDk(xPPcp(x))-+Oasx-,O+ 
andasx-+co for k = 0, I, 2, . ..}. (2.2) 
(iii) For 1 -<p < a3 and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . we define ykp’p on F,, ~ by 
~kp.~(((~) = )(xkDk(Pcpllp. (2.3) 
For each p and p(, F,., becomes a Frechet space when equipped with the 
topology generated by the separating family of seminorms {y,P,p}F=O; see 
[ 11, Chap. 21. 
Remark 2.2. An equivalent topology can be generated on F,,, by the 
separating family of norms { pkp’ @}p= 0 defined by 
~f”((~)=max{yFp(cp); i=O, 1, ..,, k} (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . cp E F,,,). 
In this way, Fp,p becomes a complete countably normed space; see 
[3, Chap. 1, Section 31. The significance of this remark will be seen in the 
proof of Lemma 5.1. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let cp E Fp,ll. Then 
Icp(x)l <A4xRe~-“p, v’x>o, (2.4) 
where M is a constant which depends upon cp. 
Proof See [ll, p. 14, Theorem 2.21. 
THEOREM 2.4. For any complex number A, the mapping xi. defined by 
(x”cp)(x) = x”cp(x), o<x<co, 
is a homeomorphism from F,,, onto F,? p+j, with inverse x-j.. 
Proof See [ll, p. 21, Theorem 2.111. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For cp E F,, ~, we define 6~ by &p =xDq, where 
D = didx. 
THEOREM 2.6. 6 is a continuous linear mapping from Fr, p into F,, ,, and is 
a homeomorphism from F,, ,, onto F,, r, if and only tf Re u # l/p. 
Proof. See [ 11, pp. 25-26, Corollary 2.141. 
DEFINITION 2.7. (i) Let Re(q + p) + 1 > l/p, and cp E F,, ,,. For Re c( > 0, 
we define HV, ‘cp by 
(Hq.“cp)(x)= [L-(a)]-’ X-~-I [log(x/t)]“-’ t’@(t) dt, x > 0. (2.5) 
This definition is extended to Re tl< 0 by means of the formula 
H~.‘cp=(?+l)H~,‘+l~+H’1,‘+‘6~. (2.6) 
(ii) Let Re(q -p)> -l/p, and cp E Fp,p. For Re CI >O, we define 
G”, ?p by 
(Gq,“cp)(x) = [f(u)]-’ xq 5 = [log(t/x)]“-’ t-q-lcp(t)dt, x>O. (2.7) I 
This definition is extended to Re ~16 0 by 
(2.8) 
THEOREM 2.8. (i) For c1 E @ and Re(u + p) + 1 > l/p, Hq, ?1 is a 
homeomorphism from F,, fl onto F,, ~ and (Hq, “) ~ ’ = Hq, --I. 
(ii) For u E @ and Re(q -u) > - l/p, Gq3’ is a homeomorphism from 
F,, ~ onto F,, II and (Gqs ‘))l= Gq, -l. , 
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Proof: This theorem can be proved directly by applying a 
generalisation of an inequality due to Hardy [4, Theorem 3191; see [9]. It 
can also be obtained as a particular case of the fractional power theory 
discussed in Section 4. 
To conclude this section, we introduce the Erdelyi-Kober operators of 
fractional calculus and describe their mapping properties on F/,,,,. For 
brevity, only the salient points are included; further details and proofs can 
be found in [ 11, Chap. 31. The various results we require can be expressed 
concisely in terms of the following sets of complex numbers. 
DEFINITION 2.9. For each m > 0, p and p, the sets A,,, ~, m and AL, Ir. m are 
given by 
A P. I’. m = qEC: Re(mq+p)+mfI-mk for k=O, 1,2, 
i P 1 
A ;, p. ,n = J j’lE@.Re(mq-p)# -i-mk for k=O, 1,2 ,... 
P 
DEFINITION 2.10. (i) Let Re(mq +p) +m > l/p, and cp E F,,,. For 
Re cI > 0, we define I;‘cp by 
(Z;;“fp)(x) = [r(a)] -’ mx ~mqpm’ 
x o’ (X’i’-tm)=-’ ytq+m-lq(t)& 
i x > 0. (2.9) 
This definition is extended to Re a < 0 by means of the formula 
Z;“(p=(q+cc+ l)Z$“+‘cp+m-‘Z;“+‘dp. (2.10) 
(ii) Let Re(mq -p) > -l/p and cp E Fp,,. For Re CI > 0, we define 
K;“q by 
(K;“cp)(x) = [T(u)]-’ rnxmq 
This definition is extended to Re ~160 by means of the formula 
K~Icp=(rl+or)K~“+‘cp-mm’K~“+‘6~. (2.12) 
(iii) Let ~IEA~,~,~, ‘PEF~,~, and c1 be any complex number. For 
Re(mv] + p) + m > l/p, we define I; q a as in (i). Otherwise, if k is the unique 
positive integer such that 
A--mk<Re(mq+p)+m<i-m(k-I), 
P 
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then 
I;;“~ = (-1)” [v/-kK,-v-k+,, (2.13) 
where Iv+k,x-k and K-V-k-k are defined as in (i) and (ii), respectively. 
(ivy Let ?EA;,~,L, (PEF~,~,, and c1 be any complex number. For 
Re(mrl -p) > -l/p, & define KII;” as in (ii). Otherwise, if k is the unique 
positive integer such that 
-i-mk<Re(mq--p)< -$-m(k-1), 
then 
K~“cp=(-l)kK~+k.?-kI,-“~k’k(p, (2.14) 
where KL+k,z-k and I;v-~‘~ are defined as in (ii) and (i), respectively. 
THEOREM 2.11. (i) Z~~EA~,~,~, then I:” is a continuous linear mapping 
from F,,, into FP+. If also Y]+uEA~,~,,,, then I:” is a homeomorphism 
from F,,, onto F,,, and 
(ii) Zf VEAb,,,,, then K,,, c a is a continuous linear mapping from F,, P 
into F,, !,. Ifalso v+a~A;,,,,,,,, then K;” is a homeomorphism from F,,, 
onto F,, ,’ and 
(K;“)-1 =K;+“, -x, 
3. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS- 
THE DIRECT APPROACH 
In [lo], formulae are given under appropriate conditions for arbitrary 
powers of the n th order differential operators 
L = XU1DXU2DXa3 . . . pnDx”n+ I (3.1) 
and 
M=(-1)“L. (3.2) 
In each case, the initial step in obtaining the appropriate formula for the 
ccth power T” of the operator T (= L or M) under consideration is the 
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derivation of an expression for T’ (r E N ) which exhibits clearly the depen- 
dence on r and continues to make sense when r assumes suitably restricted 
non-integral values. T” is then defined by this expression with r replaced 
throughout by CC This approach, which we shall refer to as the direct 
approach for defining a fractional power, is standard in the theory of 
fractional calculus. For example, the r-fold repeated integral operator I’. 
given by 
(1’(p)(x)= [T(r)] ’ 1‘ (x- ry ’ q(f) dt (re Ni), 
0 
leads immediately to the familiar formula 
(Z%p)(x) = [r(a)] ~- ’i‘ (x-t)“-- ’ q(t) dt (Rect>O) 
0 
for the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order IX. 
If we examine the operator L, given by (3.1), and assume that 
and 
a= c U,ER 
k=l 
then we can show that 
m=n-a>O, 
where, for k = 1, 2, . . . . n, 
bk=( “i’ a;+k-n)/m; 
r=k+l 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5 
(3.6 
see [ 10, pp. 52.5-5261. It follows from Theorem 2.11 that the right-hand 
side of (3.5) is well defined as a continuous mapping from F,, ~ into Fp, ~ _ mr 
provided that b, E A,, ‘,.” for k = 1, 2, . . . n. Formula (3.5) leads immediately 
to the following delimtion. 
DEFJNITJON 3.1. Let m = n - a > 0, let a be any complex number and let 
b, E A,. p, m for k = 1,2, . . . . n. Then we define L” on Fp, ~ by 
LZcp =mfl?Lx-nlz fi I2, -ecp (v~F,,p). (3.7) 
k=I 
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Note 3.2. (i) Formula (3.7) is obtained formally on replacing r by a 
in (3.5). 
(ii) Since the operators I$, --a commute [ 10, Theorem 2.81, the 
product on the right-hand side of (3.7) is unambiguous. 
(iii) The case when m = c1- n > 0 can also be dealt with. We shall not 
consider this here but details can be found in [lo]. 
The various properties possessed by the Erdelyi-Kober operators can 
now be used to establish the following results. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let m = n - a > 0, let h, E A,. ~, m for k = 1, 2, . . . . n and let 
L”cp he defined, for cp E F,,+, by (3.7). 
(i) L” is a continuous linear mapping from F,,, ~ into Fp,p+ma for all 
c1 E C. If, in addition, bk - M E A,, ~, m for k = 1, 2, . . . n, then L” is a 
homeomorphism from F,,, onto F,,, -ml and (LX)- ’ = L-“. 
(ii) Lo is the identity operator on F,,,. 
(iii) If{b,-cl, b,-~}~Ap,y,mfork=1,2 ,..., n then 
Ly, f+p = L” + f$p = L”Lyp. 
Proof: See [ 10, pp. 528-5291. 
Similar results can also be obtained for M” defined on F,, Ir by 
where, as before, a = C; 2 : ak is real but m is now given by a -n. In this 
case, it can be shown that M” is a continuous linear mapping from F,,, 
into F,, fl +ma whenever 1 - b, E: AL, ~, m (k = 1, 2, . . . n). Other properties are 
given in [ 10, Theorem 4.121. 
Having considered the case m > 0, we now prepare to consider the case 
m = 0. 
4. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF OPERATORS-THE SPECTRAL APPROACH 
In the sequel, X denotes a Frechet space with topology generated by a 
separating family of seminorms S = (vk} pCo. We say that A : X + X is in 
the class P(X) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(I) A is linear and continuous; 
(II) (0, oz)~p(A) (the resolvent set of A); 
409/132/2-19 
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(III) for each rk. E S, there exists V,E S such that 
vr( [C3.R(2; A)]” x) 6 V,(X) (V,XEX, L>O and n= I, 2, . ..). 
where C is a positive constant independent of .Y, i, and n. 
If A E P(X) has a continuous inverse A ’ on X, then it is possible to 
define ( -A)” on X, for a E iG, by means of the formulae 
(-,4)%x= -n ’ sin(na) 
I 
7 i” ‘[R(& A)-,?/(1 +R2)] AxdI 
0 
- sin(rca/2) Ax, O<Rea<2, (4.1) 
(-A)“x=(-A)“-“(-A)“x, n < Re (Y < n + 2, n = + 1, +2, . . . . (4.2) 
where, in (4.2), (-A)” = (-A -‘) ‘I when n is a negative integer. The con- 
ditions (I)-(III) listed above ensure that the integral in (4.1), interpreted as 
an improper Riemann integral of the form 
converges in X for each fixed x E X. The main properties of the operators 
(-A)” are given below. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A E P(X) have a continuous inverse A ~ ’ on X and let 
( -A)” he defined by (4.1) and (4.2). Then 
(i) (-A)” is a homeomorphism from X onto X for each CIE @ and 
[(-A)“] ~‘=(-A)-“; 
(ii) ( - A)ax is a strongly holomorphic X-valuedfunction fCI in @for 
each x E X; 
(iii) (-A)“x = 71-l sin rc(o! + 1 - n) s$ lmmm”R(A; A)( -A)” x d& 
n-l<Rea<n; 
(iv) A-‘EP(X)~~~(-A~‘)“X=(-A)~“~,V’~~EC,XEX; 
(v) (-A)‘(-A)“x=(-A)“+“x,k”a,/?~@,x~X; 
(vi) [(-A)“]“x=(-A)““x, VIE@, -l<cr<l andxEX; 
(vii) (-A)” is equal to the nth iterate of -A (respectiuely -A-‘) 
when tl = n (respectively CI = -n), where n is a positive integer. 
Proqf: See [7]. 
As an illustration of this approach for defining fractional powers of 
operators, let X = F,,, ~, and consider the Erdelyi-Kober operator I:, ‘, 
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When Re(q +p)+ 1 > l/p, it follows from Theorem 2.11(i) and (2.10) that 
I:, ’ is a homeomorphism from F,, ~ onto F,, ~ and has inverse given by 
(,y.y=,y+‘.-‘=x +‘6xV+‘=~+1+6, 
where 6 = xd/dx. Furthermore, since 
~z+z~~‘=x~“~‘(1z+6~‘)x”+‘, 
the spectrum of -Z;,’ on F,, ~ is identical to the spectrum of -6 
F p, Ir +‘I + , . Bearing this in mind, we consider the equation 
(U+S-‘)I=‘) (XT l//EFp,Ll+q+l). 
Applying 6 to each side of (4.3) produces 
(is+i-‘)x=A-‘61/1. 
Since this can be written as 
x ‘l~~x’/~.x = 2 - I&), 
we deduce, from Theorems 2.4 and 2.6, that 
x=~-lx-lIj.~-Ixl/~~~ 
~),~l~~~~-2x-~/~~-~x~l~.~ 
’ on 
(4.3) 
provided that Re(p + q + 1 + l/L) # l/p. In particular, when Re(p + q + 
1 + l/l)> l/p we obtain 
and consequently, for i > 0, Re(q + Z,L) + 1 > l/p and cp E F,, p, 
R(& -z~.‘)cp=~~‘cp-~~2z~+‘lj..‘(p 
and 
(4.4) 
The norm which appears in the above inequlity is the operator norm of 
Z - A. ~ ‘I; + “‘3 I, regarded as an operator on the Banach space L;, where the 
latter is defined as in [ 10, p. 5331. The upper bound on this norm is easily 
obtained from the inequality of Hardy [4, Theorem 3191 referred to earlier. 
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It follows that -I:.’ is an invertible operator in P(F,,,,) for Re(q +/A) + 
1 > l/p and therefore, from Theorem 4.1, (I’/, ’ )’ exists for any 2 E @. In 
particular, for Re x E (0, 1 ), we can use Theorem 4.l(iii) and the continuity 
of the translated delta distribution 6, on F,,, /1 (where (6,, q) = q(x), 
~JEF~,,,,x>O) to obtain 
= 71- ’ sin(7rcr) I * A”- ‘R(;I; -I:,‘) p’cp(x) d3. 0 
s 
% 
=71 ’ sin(na) A” ‘(I- AR(1; -zy. 1)) cp(x) d2 
0 
=7C ’ sin(7cct) i* z(zy+ Iii 1 p)(x) d,j (from (4.4)) 
0 
(4.5) 
On applying Fubini’s theorem to interchange the order of integration, (4.5) 
becomes 
71 -’ sin(7ccc) x TV’ exp( - ;i - ’ log(x/t)) dA dt 
=7C -’ sin(xa) x--“~’ j; [log(x/t)]“-’ t”cp(t) joa ~‘e-” du dr 
(where u = i-’ log(x/t)) 
= [r(a)] -’ x-” ’ 
s 
: [log(x/t)]“- ’t’+(t) dt 
= (H”, “rp J(x), 
where Hq. ‘cp is defined by (2.5) and (2.6). Thus 
(17, ‘)a cp = H”, a(p (4.6) 
for ‘PEF~,~, 0 < Re u < 1 and Re(q + p) + 1 > l/p, and, since each side 
of (4.6) is a strongly holomorphic function of a in @, it follows that this 
identity is valid for all complex values of a. 
In a similar manner, it is possible to show that 
(K? ‘)% cp = Gq. IV (4.7) 
for ‘PEF~.~, a E @, and Re(q - p) > - l/p. 
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Formulae (4.6) and (4.7) enable us to define fractional powers of the 
differential operators L and M, given by (3.1) and (3.2), respectively,‘when 
a = n := 1. To see this, consider the operator L with IZ = 1, aI = 1 - q, and 
a2 = 4. If we denote this operator by T,, then, for cp E Fp+, 
T,cp = x-“6x”cp (4.8) 
and, from Theorem 2.1 l(i) and Definition 2.10(i), 
provided that Re(q + p) > l/p. Consequently, from the above analysis and 
Theorem 4.1(i), (iv), we can state that, for Re(q +p)> l/p, -T,EP(F,,,) 
and (T,)” exists as a homeomorphism on F,, ~ for all c( E @, with 
(T,)“cp=[(Z~-‘~‘)-‘]“cp=(~~--‘~‘)~”cp=H~--’~~”y,(cp~F,,,). (4.9) 
Similarly, for Re(rl+~))<l/p,aE@,andcpEF,,,, 
(-T,)*cp=[(K,q.‘)-‘]“cp=G-q,-“rp. (4.10) 
It should be noted that the theory outlined in Section 3 cannot be 
applied to define powers of T,, and - T, since, in each case, m = 0. Thus the 
spectral approach enables us to deal with the first-order versions of L and 
A4 which fall outside the range of applicability of the direct approach. To 
cater for the higher order exceptional cases (i.e., a = n >, 2) of L and M, the 
spectral approach must first be modified in such a way that arbitrary 
powers of products of operators of the form T, can be defined. 
5. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF PRODUCTS OF OPERATORS 
We now consider operators T which can be expressed as 
T=(-l)NA,Az...AN= fi (-Ak), 
k=l 
where N is a positive integer which depends upon T and 
(1) Ak is a homeomorphism from X onto X for k = 1, 2, . . . . N; 
(2) A,EP(X)fOrk=l,2,...,N; 
(3) Ak/t,x=/t,/tkx for k, I= 1, 2, . . . . N and XE X. 
(5.1) 
The collection of all operators T of this type will be denoted by P,(X). 
From Theorem 4.1, fractional powers ( - Ak)a can be defined as 
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homeomorphisms on X for all r E C and k = 1, 2, . . . . N, and therefore the 
obvious definition for T”, when TE PM(X), is 
T*.u=(-A,)“(-Az)“...(-A,~)‘x (XEX, ccE@). 
To enable us to verify that this formula leads to the usual properties 
associated with powers, we require the following preliminary results. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let x E X and let A,, A, E P(X) be homeomorphisms from X 
onto X. Then 
(i) ,for ,fixed c(, (-A,)” (- A2)/1 x is strongly holomorphic with 
respect to p in C; 
(ii) for fixed /I, (-A,)“(-A,)” x is strongly holomorphic with 
respect to c( in @; 
(iii) (-A,)” (-A,)” x is strongly holomorphic with respect to a in @. 
Proof: Since (ii) follows from Theorem 4.l(ii), and (i) can be deduced 
from (iii), it is sufficient to prove (iii). To simplify the proof, we assume 
that X can be equipped with an equivalent topology generated by a coun- 
table collection of norms. Although this restriction is not strictly necessary 
(see Remark 5.2 below), it is satisfied by the spaces Fp;,,, (see Remark 2.2) 
and, moreover, it allows us to apply standard results on countably normed 
spaces. In particular, from [3, p. 751, we can deduce that (-A,)” (-AZ)’ x 
is weak* holomorphic for tl E C and therefore, since weak* holomorphy 
implies strong holomorphy in a Frechet space X [ 13, p. 791, the result 
follows. 
Remark 5.2. Lemma 5.1 (iii) is still valid when X is not topologically 
equivalent to a countably normed space. The proof, however, is more com- 
plicated and relies on the fact that for each vk E S, there exist seminorms 
vk,,, (i= 1, 2, . . . . m) in S and a positive constant M(k) for which 
sin[rr(a -n)] 
sin[rr Re(a - n)/2] 
+ (sin[n(a-n)/2]1 
x M(k) max { v&x), i = 1, 2, . . . m} 
where x E X and n < Re CI < n + 2, n E N. Further details are omitted. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A,, AZ E P(X) be homeomorphisms from X onto X and 
let A,A*=A,A,. Then 
(-A,)” (-A,)“x=(-A,)D (-A,)“x, tra,/!l~@,x~X. (5.2) 
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Proof: Suppose initially that 0 < Re c(, Re /I < 1. Then, from 
Theorem 4.1 (iii), 
(-‘wb‘wx 
:= 7r2 sin(7ca) sin(r$) jam jam I”-‘~LB-‘R(I;A,)A,R(~;A,)A,xd~d~ 
3,“-1~LP-‘R(~;A2)A,R(I;A,)A,xd~d3. 
(x E a, (5.3) 
where the last step follows from the commutativity of the operators and 
hence of their resolvents. Interchanging the order of integration in (5.3) 
produces the required result. This can be justified in the following manner. 
Let f be any continuous linear functional on X and consider 
m f; *mp ~LB-‘R(CL;A2)A,R(I;A,)A,xd~d;i 0 0 > 
% z 
= 
s s 
1” ~1~LP~1(f,R(~;A2)AzR(~;A1)A,x)d~d~. (5.4) 
0 0 
Since f, A,, and A 2 are continuous on X and A i, A, E P(X), there exist 
semmorms vkci), i= 1, 2, . . . . m, and a positive constant M such that the 
integral in (5.4) is bounded above by MB max{v,+,(x), i= 1,2, . . . m}, 
where 
B = il: J‘,’ 
I?‘/&-‘dpdA+ v3 
s I 
1A’p2pp-1dpdl. 
1 0 
Consequently, Fubini’s theorem can be applied to rewrite (5.4) as 
and since the dual space X’ separates points in X, we conclude that (5.3) is 
equal to 
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Finally, the result for all complex values of 
Lemma 5.1 (i), (ii). 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let TE Pu(X) with 
CI and p follows from 
T=(-l)NA,Ar...Ah:= n (-Ak). (5.5) 
k=l 
Then, for any Q E @, we define T” on X by 
T”x=(-A,)“(-A,)“...(-A,)“x (x E a, (5.6) 
where each ( -Ak)OL is defined via (4.1) and (4.2). 
Note 5.5. It follows from Lemma 5.3, with c( = j3, that the definition of 
T” given above is independent of the order of the factors in T. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let TE PM(X) and let T” be given by (5.6). Then 
(i) T’ is a homeomorphism from X onto X for each c1 E @ and 
(TX)-’ = T-“; 
(ii) T”x is a strongly holomorphic X-valued function of CY in @ for 
each x E X; 
(iii) T~‘EP,+,(X)~~~(T~‘)“~=T~“X,V~~E@,XEX; 
(iv) TaT~x=Ta+“x,V~,B~@,x~X; 
(v) (T”)Bx=T”Bx,Vp~C, -I<crdl andxEX; 
(vi) T” is equal to the n th iterate of T (respectively T- ‘) when u = n 
(respectively c( = -n), n E N. 
Proof: (i), (iv), and (vi) follow immediately from Theorem 4.1 and 
Lemma 5.3. 
(ii) The case when N = 2 has already been proved in Lemma S.l(iii). 
The general case follows by induction. 
(iii) Since T-’ = (-A,‘)(-A,!,) ... (-A;‘), where each 
A;’ E P(X) (by Theorem 4.l(iv)), is invertible, and A, ‘A;’ = A;‘A;’ 
(k, I= 1, 2, . . . . N), it follows that T- ’ E PM(X) and 
(T-~‘)“x=(-A,~)“(-A,~,)“...(-A,‘)”~ (XEX, UEC) 
=(-A~)~“(-AN~,)~“...(-A1)Ix (= T-%x) 
(by Theorem 4.1 (iv) and Lemma 5.3) 
=[(-A,)“(-A,)“...(-A,)“]~‘x (by Theorem 4.1(i)) 
= (T”)-‘x. 
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(v) By definition, T’=(-A,)“(-A,)“...(-A,)“=(-l)NB,BZ...BN, 
where B, = - ( -Ak)’ (k = 1, 2, . . . N). Now, for - 1 GM Q 1, each operator 
B, is a homeomorphism in P(X) and Bk B,x = B,B,x for k, 1 = 1,2, . . . . N, 
and x E X (by Lemma 5.3). Consequently, Ta E P,,,,(X) for - 1 < c1 d 1 and 
(T”)“x=(-B,)~(-BJ~~.~(-B,J~x (XEX BE@) 
= [(-A,)“]” [(-A,)“]P-.[(-A,)“]Px 
=(-A,)“q-AA)~~...(-ANy~X (by Theorem 4.l(vi)) 
= T”px 
This completes the proof. 
If we now re-examine the operator L, given by (3.1), and assume that 
a=n, then 
Lrp= fi (-A,)9 (cp EF,, p), 
k=l 
where --Ak=xp%x~~= T with ?jk= k--C:= 1 ai (k= 1, 2, . . . n). Each 
operator Ak is a homeom%phism from F,, ~ onto Fp,,, P rovided that 
Re(vk + p) # l/p and, for Re(q, + p) > l/p, is ;n the class P(F,, p). Also, it 
can easily be verified that A,A,= A,A, on F,,, for k, 1= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Consequently, L” exists as a homeomorphism from F,, p onto F,,, if 
Re(qr +p)> l/p for k= 1, 2, . . . . n, and is given by 
L”cp=(T,,)“(T,,)“...(T,~)” (c~~f’p,,J 
=H’ll~1.~1H?2-1,~-1..,H’ln~l.-l~ (by (4.9)). 
(5.7) 
Applying the results of Theorem 5.6, we can also state that, when 
Re(q,+p)>l/p(k=1,2 ,..., n)andcpEFP,P, 
(LX)-’ cp = L-“cp 
=(z:‘-‘.‘)“(z~-l.l)~...(z:,--l.l)a(p 
= H”, - 1. OLH’IZ ~ 1. a . ..H’J-‘*OLq (Vet E C); (5.8) 
L”L”(p = L” + B(p 0% P E @I; (5.9) 
(L”)fl fp = L”4p (VPEC, -1 <IX< 1). (5.10) 
The operator M can be handled in a similar manner when a = n. In this 
case an appropriate formula is 
Mll~=G-q”.-“G~‘12~~1.,.G-q”,-~cp 
(cp ~Fp,pv Re(q, + p) < l/p, k = 1, 2, . . . n). 
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6. CONNKTION BETWEEN THE SPECTRAL AND DIRECT APPROACHES 
The methods described in the preceding sections enable us to define L” 
on F,,,, by the formulae 
where b, = (C:l=+,‘+, a +k-n)/m and qk=k-Cfz, a,=mb, (k=1,2,...,n). 
Our aim now is to demonstrate that formula (6.2) emerges when m is 
allowed to converge to 0 in (6.1). 
We examine initially the simplest case of a first-order differential 
operator given by 
L,:cp=.x-v ~“6.X”qI (~PEF,,,,, &>O). (6.3) 
When E = 0, L,q = T,, cp, where T,,cp is defined by (4.8), and therefore, on 
applying the spectral approach, (L,)” can be defined as a homeomorphism 
from t;,. ,, onto F,, ~ by 
(Lo)” cp = fp ‘3 -=q (c~~Fp.fi, Wrl + P) > l/p, tl E @I. (6.4) 
On the other hand, if s>O then m=n-a=l-(1-e)=e and the direct 
approach produces 
(L,;)” Cp = E’X-“~;l’ “C#2 (~PEF,,,,~,EA,,,,,~E@,E>O), (6.5) 
where b, = q/c. If Re(q + ,u) > l/p then q/s E A,, ~, r for all G > 0, and, for Re 
c( < 0, we can write 
[(L,)“cp](x)=[r(--a)l-‘j; [log(l/u)]-“-‘zP’cp(xu)du 
(x > 0) (6.6) 
[(L,)” q](x) = [r( -cc)] --I x-&I s 
’ [(l-U&)/E]-x-‘U”+&- 
0 
‘I du 
Now 
(x>O). (6.7) 
Iu q+E+‘[(l -uc)/&]PJm ’ cp(XU)l 
~~~Re~-lI!~~Re(q+~)+t:~l~lip I[(1 -uC)/&]PX-‘I 
(VU, EE(O, l), x>O) (by Lemma2.3), (6.8 1
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and, since (1 - U&)/E, regarded as a function of E, increases as E + O+, it 
follows that the quantity in (6.8) is bounded above by 
MXR’ Al ~l’Pg( u),
where 
g(u) = 
URe(~+~)~I-l/~[]og(l/U)]-Rea--, Rear,<-l,O<u<l 
UW~+~‘-l~l/~(l -U)-Re*pl, -1 <Reol<O,O<u<l. 
Since g is integrable over (0, l), Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem applies and, on allowing E + O+, we find that 
[(LJcp](x)+ [f(-M)]-‘{; [log(l/u)]~“-‘uq-‘cp(xu)du 
= [bw cpl(x) (Recr<O), (6.9) 
for fixed cp E Fp3 ~ and fixed x > 0. 
When OdReol<r,rEN, and E is small enough to ensure that 
Re(q -t p) > l/p + (r - 1) E, we can use Theorem 3.3(iii) to write 
(LX cp = (LJ-’ (W cp> (6.10) 
where 
C(L,)‘cpl(x)=C(6+~+&)(~+~+2~)..~(~+~+r~)x~~”cp](x) 
+ C(S + VI’ cplb) as c-+0+ (cp~F~,~,x>O). (6.11) 
Consequently, from (6.4), (6.9)(6.1 l), and (2.6), we deduce that 
C(L)” cpl(x) -+ c(Lrr (6 + 9r cpl(x) 
= (Hq- ‘. -~ “q)(x) (v~F~,~, x>O), 
as E -+ 0 + . The passage of the limit under the integral sign can be justified 
by making slight adjustments to the argument used above. Since r E N is 
arbitrary, it follows that, when Re(v] + p) > l/p, 
C(L)” cpl(x) --$ C(W” cpl(x) (~~J’p,p~x>O) (6.12) 
as E -+ 0 + , for all complex values of c1. 
The nth order case can be dealt with in a similar fashion by considering 
the operator 
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for which u = n - E, m = C, and b, = (v], ~ (n -k) c/n)/& (k = 1, 2, . . . n). If we 
assume that Re(g, + ,u) > l/p for k = 1, 2, . . . . n, then b, E A,,,,, ,_ for each k 
and the direct and spectral approaches lead to 
(L,,)” cp = Px ‘,I ,‘=1, Zp”. ~“cp (q~ E FP,,,, E> 0) (6.13) 
(vEF~.J (6.14) 
When Re a < 0, (6.13) can be written as 
[(L,)“cp](x)=[f(-a)]-“x -ca l’- ; ,4, [(l-~~)/&]-~~‘~~~~+&~l) 
j ji 0 
x(p(xu,u~~~~u,)du;~~du,, 
where Ebk + E - 1 -+ qk - 1 as E + 0+ for each k. Lebesgue’s dominated 
convergence theorem can once again be applied and, on letting E + 0 + , we 
find that [(L,“) q](x) converges to 
[f(-c()l-” I,'... j; ( fi [log(l/Uk)]~“P’ qr) cp(xu, . ..u.)du;..du, 
k=l 
= (ffV1 ~ 1. XHW ‘. -x . . HVn- 1. “cp)(x) 
= C(Lo)” cpl(X)~ 
for each fixed cp E F,. ~ and fixed x > 0. The extension of this result to Re 
CI < Y follows as above by first writing (L,)” as (L,)“-’ (L,)’ and then 
establishing that [(LJP’ (L,:)’ q](x) + [(Lo)“-’ (Lo)’ q](x). 
It should be emphasised that the various limits considered above are all 
pointwise limits, each being valid for fixed cp E FP, ~ and x > 0. If we look for 
stronger versions of these limits with, for example, pointwise convergence 
replaced by convergence in FP, P, then problems arise because the range of 
(~5,)” varies with E. 
It is also of interest to note that the results of this section emerge 
naturally from the fractional power theory for Mellin multiplier operators, 
mentioned in Section 1. If we define the Mellin transform .Aiq of a function 
‘PEF,,, (1 GP<~) by 
dz’cp(s) = jo= xJ ~ ‘q(x) dx (Res= l/p-Rep), 
and, for simplicity, examine the first-order operator L, given by (6.3), then 
we can show that 
Af[(L,)” cp](s + &CL) = EX QCv-SIIE+ 1) 
f([q-s-J/&+ 1 -LX) &40(S) 
(6.15) 
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and 
~C(LlY cplb) = (v - SY ~cp(s). (6.16) 
Since T(z+a)/T(z+B)=zEWB [l +O(z-‘)I (largzl <n-s,O<z<n) as 
z + CC (see [2, p. 47, (4)]), it follows that 
~TCrl-Sl/E+ 1) 
ES T([q-S-j/E+ 1 -a) =Ez(Cv-l/EY Cl + WdCv--111 (for small E) 
+ (?-SIG as E+O+. (6.17) 
From (6.15)-(6.17), we are led formally to the conclusion that (15,)” 
converges, in some sense, to (15,)” as E -+ 0 + . 
Finally, we remark that analogous results and comments hold for the 
operator M given by (3.2). For example, if 
then 
[(ME)” cpl(x) * CW,)” cpl(x) 
= [(-T,)” q](x) = (G-q, -“q)(x) 
as E --t O+, for all complex values of c(. 
(from (4.10)), 
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